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Blue Valentine: Directed by Derek Cianfrance. Starring Ryan Gosling, Michelle Williams, Vera
Vladyka, John Doman. The Relationship of a Modern Married ... I don't like movies about family

relationships. All those "soapy" melodramas mostly. But somehow I got my hands on the
melodrama "Blue Valentine" where the main characters are a married couple, the husband is a

successful businessman and the wife is a housewife with everything written on her face. All in all,
I liked the movie very much, it is light, interesting, there is love, romance, humor and a little bit

of drama in it. Starring Ryan Gosling and Michelle Williams.
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videos on any device or TV.
Install and enjoy HD videos.
m4e.Q: How to delete the
empty lines of a text file in

Python? I have a text file (in
Python) with a lot of empty

lines. How can I delete all the
empty lines from it? A: Use a

regex replace. Look for trailing
newlines and replace the first

occurrence: s = r' ' with
open('foo') as f: f.seek(0)

f.read().replace(r' $', s) A: I
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know this has been answered
but I found myself wanting to

delete just two newlines, based
on this question. The issue is

that the open().read().replace()
solution doesn't work if the line
starts with a newline, like so:
line = ' a b c ' I've written a

similar piece of code based on
this answer that deletes just

the first two newlines on each
line: def

replace_first_two(filename,
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regex): with open(filename) as
f: content = f.read() for i in

range(2): content = regex.sub("
", content) content.replace(" ",
" ") f.seek(0) f.write(content)

del content The idea is as
follows: Read the contents of

the file to a string For each line,
test if the first two newlines are
equal to the regex provided. If

it is, c6a93da74d
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